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THESIS ABSTRACT 
It is the intention of this paper to bring to the pottery student an 
awareness of the concept of technician-potter versus artist-potter. 
The introduction defines the technician-potter as one who learns the 
technical skills involved in pottery making without going further into 
the creative, artistic aspects of his craft. An artist-potter is describ­
ed as one who not only masters the technical skills, but also strives to 
be creative and make personal artistic statements in clay. 
A thorough discussion follows concerning technique and the relevance 
of technical skills to the potter. It is concluded that the potter must 
master the technical skills involved in making pottery with the realiza­
tion that these are only the beginning. They are the tools necessary for 
self-expression. Artistic motivation and awareness are examined in corre­
lation with personal growth and self-awareness with the conclusion being: 
it is essential that for the potter to become an artist-potter, he must 
develop and grow both as technician and man with an awareness and accept­
ance of the time and decidation this requires. 
Chapter One examines the author's purpose and goals as a potter. The 
following goals were determined: perfection of technical skills, resolu­
tion of construction problems, reduction of production time, simpl ifica­
tion of studio equipment and development of professional sophistication 
in the author's clay product. It was determined that realization of these 
goals would come about through production of ware to be fired in an elec­
tric kiln at cones 5 and 6 (218S°F to 2232°F), through the development of 
stains and glazes which exhibited suitable results at those temperatures, 
and through the development of alternate finishing techniques. 
i i 
Chapter Two includes detailed descriptions of technical problems ex-
plored by the author. Color prints are included in each experiment des-
cription. Three approaches were chosen by the author: pressed coil clay 
drawings, bird and vehicle sculptures, with the following alternative 
procedures explored; 
1. To develop a cone 5-6 oxidation glaze with a l imited palette and the 
richness of highfire reduction glaze 
2. To develop oxide stains and adjust them to cone 5-6 
3. To experiment with a variety of finishes, specifically: engobes, 
watercolor and acrylics (to be used on different clay godies in 
combination with glazes and stains arrived at in Items 1 and 2) 
4. To develop colored clay bodies (to be used with stains in Item 2) 
5. To attempt the raku process 
In chapter Three, the function of the potter in today's society is 
discussed. It was determined that today's potter is free of the controls 
of tradition with the opportunity to unrestricted self-expression. He is 
in a time of new found freedom where the bonds of classic tradition,· 
family tradition, utilitarian demands, material naivete' and current 
trends or movements are removed. 
The remainder of the paper deals with the discipline and dedication 
required of a potter who decides to become an artist-potter and say 
through his work, something with integrity that he feels may have more 
than a passing interest for man. A series of plates are included to 
illustrate the progession of the author's technical and artistic growth. 
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INTRODUCT ION 
At some point in time, a choice must be made by the craftsman work­
ing in clay. He must decide either to learn the mechanics of being a 
master technician-potter, stop there and join the multitude of potters 
seen at art fairs selling the same forms with the same glazes. Or he 
may choose to go further than mastery of technical skills to become an 
artist-potter and be the unique one at the art fair that catches every­
ones eye and stays in their memory as being unusual, different, exciting 
and original. 
The concept of technician-potter versus artist-potter may sound 
foreign to the reader because it is rarely discussed, much less dealt 
with in the typical pottery class. 
Time has changed the factors motivating potters and pottery making. 
Making pottery is a choice today rather than a necessity or t radition. 
The occurence of a family tradition in pottery where generation after 
generation perpetuates skills, techniques and forms is minimal in the 
United States. Long apprenticeships are not the custom as in Europe and 
the Far East. Pottery is mass produced by large industry so there is 
1 ittle demand for pottery as a profession. Progress with its unbreakable 
synthetic products has decreased the need and demand for functional pot­
tery. 
The decision to become a potter is made because it looks fascinat­
ing, is fun, hints at promises of financial rewards, offers a means of 
self-expression and for countless other reasons. Hopeful students enroll 
in pottery classes. There, they are taught how to do and how to make. 
They are taught the techniques of mixing clay, throwing on the potter's 
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wheel, constructing with coils and stabs, mixing glazes, decorating pots 
and firing kilns. The history of potters and pottery from ancient to 
present times may be briefly studied. 
The above mentioned exercises are good and necessary, for technical 
and traditional skills are vital. It is not taught, however, that tech-
nical skil 1 is only the beginning. 
" In our time, technique, the means to an 
end, has become an end in itself. " (9:14) 
"Technique alone has no depth of meaning 
and is but a way to make something." (16:80) 
The serious artist-craftsman needs more than technical skills, but 
must struggle with them first. This requires time, patience and dedica-
tion. With time and dedication, this struggle will pass and technical 
prodecures wilt become intuitive. 
Marguerite Wildenhain, in 'Pottery, Form and Expression', states the 
following concerning technical skills : 
"They must fade from consciousness and 
be totally forgotten in the process of mak­
ing. They must sink into the flesh of the 
potter and disappear as 'techniques'." 
(16: 78) 
When this happens, the technician-potter is equipped to enter into 
another struggle, perhaps the most difficult, that of becoming an artist-
potter. 
When struggling with the technical production of pottery, several 
problems consume the potter: function, material, mechanical procedures 
and physical forces. (16:29) This leaves 1 ittle time for emotion, self-
expression or ideas which are the ingredients necessary in the making of 
the artist-potter. 
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All too often the novice potter reverses his priorities and attempts 
expression of an idea before he is ready, and with this, his struggle 
seems to never end. If he trys to find his own style of expression be-
fore he is capable of using his medium and techniques correctly, his idea 
will be lost in the labor of production, and his product will lack vital-
ity as well as quality. (16:30) The need and capacity for real express-
ion takes time and most often does not come consciously, but grows slowly, 
invisibly, and is. (16:98) 
While it is important for the potter to develop as a technician, it 
is also essential that he develop, grow and broaden out from the center 
towards a comprehensive picture of mankind. For through this process, 
he, himself, grows as a man. (15:52) Essential above all to being an 
artist-potter is having something to say; something that is val id enough 
to be said on its own terms. (16:80) For at the beginning of al 1 man-
created things is the idea. (16:14) 
Henry Trevor, in 'Pottery: Step-by-Step', states: 
"Life is not a mechan i ca 1 and techn i ca 1 
process. Be an artist, not a technician. 
Consume every piece of knowledge, every learn­
ing experience, every encounter with new and 
different things, and you will grow and devel­
op. All you learn should change your inner­
most self, clear your mind of false assump­
tions, of unclear ideas and concepts. Assim­
ilate this knowledge and your own personal 
form wi 11 inmerge. " (15: 54) 
This takes time, which current training philosophies and practices 
do not take into account or allow. Typical students of pottery train 
only long enough to pick up sufficient technical knowledge to enable 
them to set up their own studio. Very few are artists and the majority 
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soon find themselves lost in a sea of novice technician-potters. 
The artist-potter must develop a need for giving form first, then 
perceive of the form and already have mastery of his medium. (16: 30) 
" It takes years to find val id and 
genuine forms, and it takes all the skill, 
intelligence, experience, talent, discrim­
ination and integrity of a man." (16:29) 
Few pottery students become aware of the depth of dedication requir-
ed on their part if they are to attain the level of artist-potter. 
CHAPTER ONE 
A year ago, the author found herself attempting to express ideas 
before technical skills had been mastered. The long struggle of conquer-
ing the technical problems and refining the ideas began. 
The first decision made was to set a I imitation on ideas and con-
centrate intensly on three approaches: pressed coil· clay drawings, bird 
and vehicle sculptures. 
At this point, techniques, procedures and designs could be describ-
ed step-by-step, but that would be useless. Each potter must and will 
conceive his own ideas and develop his own techniques and designs for 
that is what makes him unique. Then he must, as does every potter, start 
at the beginning. He learns not by watching or being told, he learns by 
doing. 
·�rt is not cumulative and progress­
ive as is science, and no artist can begin 
where his predecessors left off, but must 
start I ike a primitive man; at the origin 
of things." (10 : 30 )  
There are no short cuts. This does not mean, however, that he 
should ignore those around him or what has gone before. It is impossible 
to do this anyway, for all things experienced influence him and are im-
portant. He can and should learn from the successes and failures of 
others. 
In researching, the author found that each of her chosen approaches, 
pressed coils, bird and vehicle sculptures, had been dealt with before. 
Much was learned aesthetically from studying previous pottery and sculp-
ture in respect to form, decorative surface treatment and glaze techniques. 
After years of attending art fairs, ceramic exhibitions and confer-
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ences, reading ceramic magazines and books and conversing with profess­
ional studio potters, these conclusions were reaches: although the 
author's ceramic product was unique, professional sophistication needed 
to be developed, technical skills needed to be perfected, construction 
problems resolved, production time made more efficient and studio equip­
ment simplified. 
The perfection of technical skills and the resolution of construc­
tion problems would be attained by getting close to the material clay. 
This closeness would come through what seemed an unending process of pro­
ducing successes as well as failures until the author felt an intuitive 
closeness to the clay, as though it were as much a part of herself as is 
her flesh. This did not come easily or happen quickly for clay is an 
illusive mistress. It is, at times, as responsive as a lover, receptive 
to the most emotional touch. (7:170) At other times, it is stubborn, 
unyielding and uncontrollable. The expression changes as the clay is 
transformed from the soft malleable state to the fired state, and through­
out these changes, it presents problems that the potter must either avoid 
or solve. 
After 1 istening to the words of other potters and observing the 
slow process of mastering technical skills in her own work over a period 
of six years, the author reached the following conclusion: technical 
skills would be mastered and construction problems solved through repeti­
tion and practice. A welcome by-product would be efficiency. 
The simplification of studio requirements was a goal set for finan­
cial, ecological and personal reasons. Less equipment requires less 
money. Diminishing o il supplies require the farsighted potter to seek 
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alternatives; the electri c kiln being the least expensi ve, most effi-
ci ent and si mpl ist choice. A studio cluttered with unnecessary equipment 
sets a stage which clutters the potter's mind, di stracts the working pro-
cess and defies unity between potter and clay. 
To actualize these priori ties, the goal was set: to produce quali ty 
ware using an oxidation atmosphere with the firing range li mited to pyro-
metric cones 5 and 6 (2185°F to 2232°F) . 
The following problems were determined and dealt with: 
1. To develop a cone 5-6 oxidation glaze with a limited palette and the 
ri chness of highfire reduction glaze 
2. To develop oxide stains and adjust them to cone 5-6 
3. To experiment with a variety of finished, speci fi cally: engobes, 
watercolor and acrylics (to be used on different clay bodies in 
combination wi th glazes and stains arrived at i n  Items 1 and 2) 
4. To develop colored clay bodi es (to be used wi th stains i n  Item 2) 
5. To attempt the raku process 
Equipment was limited to a few modeling tools and brushes, a band-
i ng wheel, wooden bats, a plant mister, a small spray gun and an electric 
kiln. 
Production in the noisy confusion of a classroom and i n  a stark, un-
fami liar studio was futile for the author. Clay and tools were moved to 
the ki tchen of her apartment where production and creati vity flourished 
i n  a familiar, undisturbed atmosphere. 
CHAPTER TWO 
This chapter deals with the procedures involved and the results 
attained in experiments aimed at solving problems described at the end 
of Chapter One. 
1. DEVELOPMENT OF CONE 5-6 OX IDAT ION GLAZES 
Several base glaze recipes were tested, and a milky, semi-gloss base 
was developed. This base glaze was adjusted in consistency and surface 
quality, and a color line blend was conducted. From the 1 ine blend, a 
1 imited palette was selected and adjusted. Careful attention was given 
to selecting a range of colors that included both 1 ight and dark hues 
and intense and neutral hues. 
Generally, cone 5-6 oxidation glazes are thought to be shiny, gaudy, 
dimestore hobby glazes. The cone 5-6 oxidation glazes developed in this 
experiment were rich in color, surface break-up and texture. When used 
in combination with manganese stain or iron stain, the desired cone 9 re­
duction glaze quality was obtained. Experiments using these glazes over 
copper or cobalt stain resulted in the glaze colors becoming contaminated 
excessively by the oxides on the clay body, and turning green and blue 
respectively. 
Because the base glaze with no colorants added was milky and unsuit­
able as a clear glaze, another base was developed to meet that need. 
In the search for cone 5-6 oxidation glazes, a 1 ine of commercial 
glazes was discovered. Their rich metallic surface and low cost led to a 
series of experiments using these commercial glazes alone and in combina­
tion with the cone 5-6 glazes developed by the author. Through testing, 
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it was determined that the metallic glazes could be used successfully 
over both manganese and copper stain. 
The following plates illustrate successful use of cone 5-6 oxidation 
glazes developed by the author in combination with cone 5-6 oxidation 
commercial metallic glazes. 
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Pl ate 1 : Clay Drawing #3 (9!") 
Manganese stain, glaze (author's and commercial) 
Buff stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Plate 2: Clay Drawing #5 (10'') 
Manganese stain, glaze (author's and commercial) 
Buff stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 3: Claymobile: Convertible with Stone Hen (611x3") 
Manganese stain, glaze (commercial) 
Buff stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Plate 4: Clay Plate #2 (12!11) 
Manganese stain, glaze (author's and commercial) 
Buff stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
• 
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2. DEVELOPMENT OF OXIDE STAINS FOR CONE 5-6 OXIDATION 
Four oxides, manganese dioxide, copper carbonate, iron oxide and 
cobalt oxide, were chosen to develop stains with a palette 1 imited to 
brown/black, green/black, brown and blue. 
Manganese Stain 
Manganese dioxide was mixed with frit (60% to 40%) to achieve a 
slightly fluxed br0wnish black stain. This stain was successful when 
used alone or in combination with both the author's glaze and the commer­
cial glaze on buff and white stoneware and porcelain. The results when 
used on red earthenware were not satisfactory. 
NOTE:  A word of caution is warrented concerning expensive and careless 
use of manganese dioxide. This chemical is extremely poisonous. 
Care should be taken not to breath or ingest this oxide. The 
author has 1 imited use of manganese stain to glazed ware only. 
Manganese stain was tested on four different clay bodies with the 
following results. 
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Plate 5: Manganese stain on buff stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, rich warm dark brown color 
Clay - warm cream color, resembling iron 
stain on stoneware in extremely light re­
duction, detail definition good 
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Plate 6: Manganese stain on white stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, dark brown with golden 
iridescent sheen 
Clay - warm, off-white color with tendency 
to appear dirty, detail definition only 
satisfactory 
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Plate 7: Manganese stain on porcelain (cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, blackish brown color 
Clay - clean, off-white color with details 
crisp and well defined 
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Plate 8: Manganese stain on earthenware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, black color 
Clay - dark, rusty-red brick brown color 
so near stain color that definition of 
detail is diminished 
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The following plates are examples of manganese stain used in com-
bination with both the author's glazes and corrmercial metallic glazes. 
In these tests, the stain fluxed and was brown to black in color. The 
commercial metallic glaze was not noticeably affected by the stain. 
The author's glaze was enhanced when in combination with the stain with 
the result being rich, clean reduction-I ike colors. Little color inten-
sity change was noted on the three different clay bodies used. 
Plate 9: Manganese stain, glaze (author's and commercial) 
Buff stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 10 : Manganese stain, glaze (author's and commercial) 
White stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Plate 11: Manganese stain, glaze (author's and commercial) 
Porcelain (cone 5 oxidation) 
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Copper Stain 
Copper carbonate was mixed with frit (60% to 40%) to achieve a 
slightly fluxed, greenish black stain. This stain was successful when 
used alone on buff stoneware, porcelain and earthenware. Results on 
white stoneware were not as acceptable as on po rcelain because of the 
difference in detail definition. 
When copper stain was used in combination with the author's glazes, 
the result was unsatisfactory because of the extreme contamination of 
the glazes which turned all colors to green. Use of this stain under 
the author's clear glaze resulted in contamination again with the glaze 
changed to a t ransparent green. 
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, copper stain did not seem 
to affect any of the commercial metallic glazes. 
Copper stain was tested on four different clay bodies with the 
following results. 
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Plate 12: Copper stain on buff stoneware (cone S oxidation} 
Results: Stain - fluxed slightly, black with 
olive green hue 
Clay - clean, 1 ight warm cream color, 
contrasts with stained areas making 
details crisp and well defined 
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Plate 13: Copper stain on white stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Stain - fluxed slightly, greenish black 
Clay - white with slight greenish cast, 
tendency to appear dirty with detail 
definition lacking quality desired 
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Plate 14: Copper stain on porcelain (cone 5 oxidation ) 
Results: Stain - fluxed sufficiently, greenish 
black 
Clay - clean white with greenish cast 
around crisp, well defined details 
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Plate 15: Copper stain on earthenware (cone 5 oxidation ) 
Results: Stain - fluxed sufficiently, black 
Clay - warm, rich brick-red color with 
crisp, well defined details 
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Iron and Cobalt Stain 
Prior knowledge of iron and cobalt stain eliminated the need for 
extensive experimentation. Iron oxide diluted in water, washed on buff 
or white stoneware and fired to cone 5.oxidation undergoes little change. 
The oxide remains a dry reddish color and fluxes just enouth to bond to 
the clay body. When iroh stain" is
. 
used in combination with glazes and 
fired to cone 5 oxidationi the results are simi�ar to those of manganese 
' 
stain but are lacking the same richness. 
Iron oxide in water achieves a rich, fluxed, rusty brown stain when 
used on white stoneware or porcelain and fired to cone 9 in a reduction 
atmosphere. 
Cobalt oxide in water achieves a rich, fluxed, dark blue stain when 
used on white stoneware or porcelain and fired to cone 9 in a reduction 
atmosphere 
Iron and cobalt stains an both white stoneware and porcelain were 
successful when fired to cone 9 reduction with the following slight 
variations: white stoneware has a grayish hue and does not wipe as clean 
as porcelain, thus more stain residue is left on the clay surface making 
it more bluish when using cobalt stain, and more brownish when using 
iron stain. Procelain wipes clean with minimal stain residue left on the 
clay surface leaving the clay a brighter whitish color. 
Because this technique is dependent upon the use of a high fire 
reduction kiln, it cannot be used in the author's studio. Further test-
ing will be required in an attempt to achieve a cobalt stain and iron 
stain suitable for cone 5 oxidation. 
Iron stain and cobalt stain were tested on two different clay bodies 
with the followi�g results. 
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Plate 16: (left half) Iron stain on porcelain (cone 9 reduction) 
Results : Stain - fluxed, warm, rusty, dark brown 
Clay - off-white with a slight rusty 
brown cast, details are crisp and well 
defined 
(right half) Cobalt stain on porcelain (cone 9 reduction) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, deep, dark blue 
Clay - off-white with slight bluish cast, 
details are crisp and well defined 
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Plate 17: (left half) Iron stain on white stoneware (cone 9 reduction) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, warm, rusty dark brown 
Clay - grayish, rusty white without appear­
ing dirty, details well defined 
(right half) Cobalt stain on white stoneware (cone 9 
reduction) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, deep, dark blue 
Clay - grayish, blue white without appear­
ing dirty, details well defined 
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The following plates show finished pieces that utilize the most 
successful stain techniques arrived at in this research. 
Plate 18: Clay Drawing #6 (12-!-"x9") 
Copper stain 
Buff stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Plate 19: Stone Hen #3 (811x]11) 
Copper stain 
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White stoneware {cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 20: Clay Drawing #7 (1111x9-}11) 
Copper stain 
Earthenware (cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 21: Stone Hen #5 (10"x7t") 
Copper stain 
Earthenware (cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 22: Claymobile: Cart with Stone Hen #2 (S"x3") 
Iron stain 
Porcelain (cone 5 oxidation) 
Pl ate 23: Do Do Bi rd #2 (91 1x811) 
Manganese stain, glaze 
Buff stoneware (cone S oxidation) 
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Pl ate 24: Butterf 1 y Plaque (9") 
Manganese stain, glaze 
White stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
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3. EXPER IMENTS W ITH A VAR IETY OF FINISHES 
A variety of finishes were tested on several clay bodies with the 
following results: 
Engobe 
In this experiment, the object was to place color in the detail out-
1 ines of a pressed coil drawing rather than on the flat clay surface areas. 
A series of engobe tests were run in an attempt to find one engobe 
body that would fit the buff stoneware body used. A suitable engobe was 
found and a palette of green, blue, white and brown was prepared. These 
colored engobes were painted selectively into detailed areas of the press-
ed plaque in the Mishima technique while the clay was in the leatherhard 
state. The excess engobe was gently scraped from the flat clay surfaces 
leaving only the detail 1 ines filled. A final coat of clear glaze was 
sprayed onto the plaque. 
Disregarding the te�h�ical problems incurred on Plate 29, the techni-
que was considered an· interesting and successful decorative finish for 
use on pressed clay which the auther intends to further develop and 
perfect. 
; 
Preliminary testing of engobe used on four different clay bodies 
showed the following results. 
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Plate 25: Blue engobe and clear glaze on buff stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Gray-blue engobe contrasts nicely with 
cream clay color, evidence of engobe 
cracking indicates further adjustment 
for fit required, details crisp and 
clearly defined. 
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Plate 26: Blue engobe and clear glaze on white stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Gray-blue engobe fits clay body and 
contrasts nicely with white clay color, 
detail definition good 
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Plate 27: Blue engobe and clear glaze on porcelain 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Gray-blue engobe fits clay body 
and contrasts well with white clay 
body, detail definition excellent 
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Plate 28: Blue engobe and clear glaze on earthenware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Bright robin-egg blue engobe fits 
clay body and contrasts sharply with 
brick-red clay body color, color 
combination questionable, detail 
definition good 
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Plate 29: Blue, green, white and brown engobe with clear glaze 
on buf f  stoneware (cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Colored engobes satisfactory color-wise, 
need adjustment for proper fit on clay body, 
contrast well with cream clay color, detail 
definition good, glaze c rawled excessively 
(due to the addition of cellulose glue to 
prevent settling) 
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Aery! ic 
The desire in this experiment was to find a technique for finishing 
in which the color palette was not 1 imited as is the case in cone 5 oxi­
dation. Acrylic paint was chosen and tested on raw clay fired to cone 5 
prior to paint application. The vitrified clay surface was receptive to 
the acrylic and allowed both precisely, controlled color application 
(Plate 33) and freely blended color application (Plate 34) . Oil base 
furniture antiquing stain was painted on the entire surface after the 
acrylic was completely dry. The stain was wiped off carefully and quick­
ly leaving deposits of brown in the textured detail areas and a thin 
residue on the flat painted surfaces. The resulting effect was one of 
intense, richly subdued color with excellent detail definition. 
Finished pieces (Plates 35 and 36) have an old antiquish quality. 
Although there is a slight resemblance to painted plaster, the technique 
is considered by the author to be val id and successful. 
It is believed a final coat of clear, semi-gloss polyurethane should 
be applied to the painted surfaces for protection and durability. 
Plate 30: 
Plate 31:  
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Acrylic test on buff stoneware 
(previously fired to cone 5 oxidation) 
Acrylic test on buff stoneware 
(previously fired to cone 5 oxidation) 
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The following plates illustrate use of this technique on finished 
pieces. 
Pl ate 32: Stone Hen #7 (811x4t11) 
Acrylic> antiquing stain on buff stoneware 
(previously fired to cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 33: Claymobile: Trolley {8t11x411) 
Acrylic, antiquing stain on buff stoneware 
(previously fired to cone 5 oxidation} 
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Watercolor 
Previous exposure to airbrushed watercolor as a finish for clay 
motivated the author in these experiments. 
Watercolor was applied to bisqued clay in two techniques. One tech­
nique gave careful consideration to color application and was achieved by 
alternately applying with a brush, diluted pigment and water onto the 
clay surface. Keeping the porous clay surface wet permitted color to be 
controlled as far as intensity and distribution. This technique requires 
intense concentration and rapid execution. 
The results, as seen in Plate 34, are a subtle distribution of soft, 
subdued color. · 
The second watercolor technique evolved from an accident which was 
further developed. Unlike the previous technique with its careful, con­
trol led application, this technique was achieved by indiscriminate appl i­
cation of concentrated pigment on the clay surface with a b rush. Numer­
ous coats of pigment were applied on top of each other, starting with 
1 ight colors and finishing with dark hues. After a thick coat of pigment 
covered the clay, water was applied with a b rush and plant mister, and 
the pigment was wiped off with a paper towel. It was discovered that 
with cont rolled wiping, the pigment could be removed in layers leaving a 
variety of colors exposed. 
The results, as seen in Plate 35, are exposed clay with a dry, bone-
1 ike quality contrasted with the rich, velvety watercolor residue. 
Both watercolor application techniques gave successful results. It 
is felt that the use of white stoneware or porcelain results in cleaner, 
more intense color definition. For protection, matt f ixitive should be 
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sprayed on finished pieces. 
Because the clay was only bisque fired to cone 07 (1814°F) , the 
pieces are so extremely fragile that their production as sales items is 
questionable. 
Plate 34: Clay Drawing #8 (9�"x9-i") 
Watercolor on white stoneware 
(previously bisqued to cone 07) 
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Pl ate 35: Stone Hen #6 (6"x5") 
Watercolor on buff stoneware 
(previously bisqued to cone 07) 
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Whiteware 
The goal in this experiment was to actualize the effect produced by 
using intricate detailed construction with a white clay body finished 
with milky white glaze. 
Inspiration for this technique came from the understated beauty of 
. 
the white stoneware bird seen in Plate 19 when it was in the bone dry 
state. 
A simple test on white stoneware was executed with good results 
(Plate 36). Although the clay body did not remain as purely white as was 
desired, it was not totally objectionable. 
Finished pieces executed in this technique were rich and classical 
in feeling. White stoneware is acceptable, however, porcelain maintains 
a pure white color and is preferred. 
A simple test on white stoneware is illustrated in Plate 36. 
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Plate 36: Milky white glaze on white stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Glaze - milky white color, semi-gloss 
Clay - off-white color with brownish 
specks giving a slightly dirty appear­
ance, detail definition satisfactory 
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A test using procelain in place of white stoneware reached the 
results seen in Plate 37. 
Plate 37: Wall Plaque with Decals (1211x811) 
Milky white glaze, decals on porcela in 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
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The following plates illustrate use of this technique on finished 
pieces. 
Plate 38: Footed Pressmold (811x611) 
Glaze on white stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 39: Pair of Stone Hens (811x611) 
Glaze on white stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
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4. COLORED CLAY 
The goal in this experiment was to have color within the clay body 
in contrast to earlier techniques which added color to the clay surface. 
Several preliminary tests were run mixing increasing percentages of 
colorant oxides into the buff stoneware body to achieve a palette of 
colored bodies. Iron oxide was added for tans and browns, cobalt for 
blues, chrome for greens and manganese for black. 
The tests were run using both manganese and copper stains wiped on 
a bisqued body, with the results in each case satisfactory. Manganese 
stain produced dark brown detail definition with enough stain residue 
remaining on the flat clay surfaces to give a warm, earthy quality to the 
clay colors (Plate 40) .  
Copper stain produced black detail definition with no stain residue 
remaining on the flat clay surface which increased the clay-stain contrast 
and intensified the crisp, controlled details (Plate 41). 
The resulting effect of pieces produced using colored clay bodies 
in combination with manganese and copper stain was satisfactory. Further 
testing is required to achieve a more satisfactory palette of colored 
clay bodies. 
Manganese stain and copper stain were tested on colored clay bodies 
with the following results. 
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Plate 4 0: Manganese stain on colored buff stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, warm, dark brown 
Clay - earthy blue, brown, tan and green 
color combination good, contrast with 
stain good, details well defined 
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Plate 41: Copper stain on colored buff stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
Results: Stain - fluxed, black 
Clay - clean cream and green color combin­
ation good, contrast with stain good, detail 
definition excellent 
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The fol lowing plate illustrates use of this technique on a finished 
piece. 
Pl ate 42: Cl aymob i 1 e: Tractor (511x3") 
Copper stain 
Colored buff stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
5. EXECUTION OF RAKU PROCESS 
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Attempting the raku process on the author's fragile ware was moti­
vated by her admiration for raku ware produced by Mark Sijan, a Wisconsin 
potter, and Harvey Sadow, a Maryland potter. 
Consideration of clay body and glaze was secondary since the primary 
goal was to see if it was physically possible to raku fire fragile clay 
pieces. The desired effect was a crackled white glaze, emphasizing details, 
in contrast with black, unglazed areas. 
Three clay pieces, a pressed coil drawing, a bird and a vehicle 
sculpture were constructed, bisqued at cone 07  and glazed. Careful atten­
tion was given, while glazing, to the distribution of glazed and unglazed 
areas. 
After glazing, the pieces were fired in the raku process; ware was 
placed in a preheated electric kiln �ntil the glaze fluxed, then ware 
was removed from the kiln, placed in a container and covered with sawdust 
to facilitate a reduction atmosphere. After sufficient reduction had 
occurred, the pieces were held in water for cooling. Final scrubbing 
with a toothbrush using detergent and comet removed remains of sawdust 
and carbon residue. 
The unglazed clay turned black as desired and contrasted well with 
the pinkish, grayish-white glazed areas. 
The most fragile piece, (Plate 44), endured the rigors of the raku 
process without breakage. The bird, (Plate 45) , incurred breakage through 
the author's carelessness, and the pressed coil drawing cracked as a re­
sult of thermal shock. 
The results were very interesting and offer an unique finish that 
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is primitive and African in feeling. Although breakage occurred, the 
author feels it is feasible to use this technique in her studio. 
Plate 43: White glaze on raku body 
(raku fired) 
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Plate 44: Cl aymobil e: Cart with Stone Hen #1 (7"x5") 
White glaze on raku body 
( raku f i red) 
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_ __/ 
Plate 45: Stone Hen #8 (6t"x5") 
White glaze on raku body 
(raku fired) 
CHAPTER 1 1 1  
I t  is a time of new freedom for the potter. It is a time when all 
rules, new and old, are open to question and all forms of experimentation 
and expression are accepted and encouraged. 
This freedom must not be mistaken for total 1 icense in which there 
are no rules or discip l ines. This freedom releases the potter from the 
bonds of classic tradition, family tradition, utilitarian demands, mater­
ial naivete' and current trends or movements. It allows the potter to 
become an artist-potter; disciplined in the search for knowledge of the 
world and himself, and dedicated to the mastery of skills, techniques 
and self-expression. 
At the potter's hands today are countless ol d and new materials, tools 
and techniques. Armed with this array of information and skil l ,  the pot­
te r has a 1 imitless vocabulary for self-expression. (8: 232) 
Deciding to become an artist-potter is a decision easily made. Be­
coming an artist-potter is not easy. I t  requires unending discipline, 
experimentation, inquiry, observation, discrimination and work. Above all, 
the p otter struggling to be an artist-potter must be patient with his 
material s and himself. He must know and master himself and realize that 
this will all take time. I t  will take years. 
At the start, the artist-potter must need and want to say something 
in clay. He must learn the language of clay, for if there is a 1 imit on 
technique, there will quickly be a 1 imit to what can be expressed with 
that technique. There can be no division between the potter and techni­
que - that is between what he wants to say and what he can say. (17:193) 
Technical skill must match and be in unity with imagination. 
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"To learn a craft wel 1 is d i fficult 
enough, but the real diffi culties begin 
when you know your craft and want to ex­
press in your own way, an i dea that you 
v i sualize in your m ind.  F i rst of all, 
you have to make many pots - thousands -
until your hands respond to the smalles t, 
most subtle, most i ntri cate or d i vers i fied 
feel i ng. 1 1 (8: 97) 
With pract ice will come mastery and refi nement of technical skills. Re-
finement of skills w i l l  be accompanied by refinement of i deas and ideals. 
"It i s  not enough to be able to make 
thi ngs, one must make them good and know 
it. The a r t i s t  must have the courage to 
destroy that wh i ch i s  below standard". 
(3:15) 
"As one grows in experi ence, artistic 
judgement grows also. Do not hes i tate to 
use a hammer on any pi eces which no longer 
seem good and from which you have 1 ea med. 1 1  
(9 : 81) 
Through pract i ce, the a rti s t-potter w i ll find h i s  way w i th clay. He 
will, through experimen t i ng, f i nd the technique that feels r i ght to h i m. 
He w i ll i ntegrate his inner search with h i s  outer practi ce. (1: 11) I t  
is  not only pots he  will be forming, it is himself as  well. (1:12) 
" I t  is important to br i ng together the 
technique and the person, because the tech­
n i que by itself tends to lead to dead ends. 
It comes alive through a person, when i t  
comes from a 1 iv i ng source. " (1: 38) 
It i s  the i ndivi dual person who makes the decis i on to become an 
artist-potter. In doing th i s ,  he has set upon a noble journey that he 
must travel alone. Success or fa i lure w i ll depend enti rely upon h i s  
special des i re, h i s  drive and his dedication. He must be sincere in h i s  
need to make the j ourney. As he makes the journey, he must be honest to 
himself, to h i s  material and to the world. 
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The artist-potter must determine his need to work with cl ay. If  it 
is anything other than an honest passion to express his picture of the 
world, his thoughts and feelings, his work will ring of insincerity. His 
need must not be money or fame. I t  must be an innerfl ame; a conviction 
to know and master his abilities and to know and express his true self. 
To know his truth, he must have courage. For his truth is his inner­
most private self with a l l  its' strength and weaknesses, j oys and sorrows, 
courage and fears. To find his truth, he must be open. He must search 
and experience the world with endless dedication. He must see, observe 
and understand all things possible. I n  the things he sees, he can find 
the things he wants to say. (1 7:48) From his experiences, he will find 
what moves, concerns, troubles, tickles, saddens, excites and enlightens 
him. 
He will f i nd the rhythm of his 1 ife which repeats a cycle of outward­
ness and inwardness. He will see times when he is open; when images, 
intuitions and connections fl ow. (1:91) He will see times when he is 
inward, quiet, reflective, absorbing and assimilating. 
I t  is important for him to have time alone to reflect deeply, to ob­
serve, absorb and assimilate. It is j ust as vital that he have time to 
experience, experiment, produce and express. 
He needs to learn to recognize and accept when for him it is time to 
express and when it is time to refl ect. He must realize that it is all in 
the rhythm of 1 ife. Acceptance and concurrence with this will lead to 
growth. 
He will need to reawaken and strengthen the muscle of his imagination. 
( 1 : 1 7) He must learn to synthesize all he experiences and observes into a 
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pe rsonal s tatement or v i sion or fantasy. He must relearn how to think 
creati vely for this has most li kely been educated out of h i m. 
The most fertile soi l for the searching, creative imag i nation i s  
nature. In the processes of growth and decay, nature offers an endless 
a r ray of form, color ,  texture, pattern, vari ety, order and problem solv-
ing. 
"We need nature for the form-g i v i ng im­
pulse it conveys to the craftsman, for the 
lesson i n  patient observation and concentra­
tion it teaches h im, for the s i ncerity of ex­
pression it forces upon h i m ,  for the ama z i ng 
obj ect lessons it g i ves him of solv i ng func­
tion problems i ngeniously. I t  nourishes h i s  
i mag i nation w i th innume rable i deas of form, 
with deta i l s  of expres s i on, and it develops 
the craftsmans understand i ng of character­
i s ti c  forms and expressions. 
B i rth, G rowth, Death, and Decay in nature 
all develop i n  man a feeling for the deeper 
problems and thoughts of 1 i fe. The center of 
a craftsman w i l l  have developed as he s tudies 
nature, for nature will help him unite i nside 
of himself d i fferent and seperate trends of 
knowledge and personal emotional experi ences. " 
( 1 7  : 5 1  and 5 2) 
The art is t-potter must take t i me to put all these thi ngs together 
for himself if he i s  to be an artist of integrity. He needs to be aware, 
open, searching, sens i ti ve, recept i ve, observant, inqui ring, unde rstand-
i ng, accepting, humble, honest, s i ncere, imag inative, creative and hard 
working. He must accept that his goal w i ll not be reached eas i ly, and 
that i t  w i ll take all the skill, i ntelli gence, discipli ne and dedication 
he can summon. 
In t"fhe Invis i ble Core� Marguerite Wi ldenha i n  believes an artist-
potter should: 
"1. know all the techn i ques related to the craft 
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2. know some about geology, mineralogy, firing 
and engineering techniques 
3. have a knowledge of the history of art and 
anthropology 
4. learn to draw well 
5. l earn to sculpt well 
6. understand the requirements of design and 
color, space and volumn 
7. have mastery of his own language 
8. have a wide range of reading experiences 
A really good craftsman should be cultured, 
diversified, alive and interested in many aspects 
of human knowledge and endeavor, not just a skill­
ed technician whose onl y  interest is glazes. 
He shou l d  not squander his tal ents and ener­
gies on futile activities and superficial tricks 
of technique for quick success. Rather, he should 
go into the very depth of his human understanding 
and try to  convey honestly w i th his work something 
he feels deeply may have more than a passing inter­
est for man. " (17:71) 
The author believes that every artist-potter should read 'The 
I nv is i b 1 e Core� 
The following series of p l ates illustrate the progression of the 
author' s growth, technically and artistically , over a period of six years. 
The greatest growth occurred in the last six months when total effort was 
concentrated on production with minimal distractions. 
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Plate 46: Car (311x3") 1975 
Manganese stain on buff stoneware 
(cone 9 reduction) 
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Plate 47: Claymobile: Sedan (2-!-11x5") 1 979 
Glaze on wh i te stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
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Pl ate 48:  Pressmo l d Pot (1 2"x7") 1 973 
Iron stain on buff stoneware 
(cone 9 reduction) 
Pl ate 49: Pressmol d  Pot (1 2"x7t") 1 975 
Manganese s tain on buff stoneware 
(cone 9 reduction) 
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Pl ate 50: Pressmo l d  Bowl Footed (7-!-"x 10 11) 1977 
Manganese stain on buff stoneware 
(cone 9 reduction) 
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Plate 51: Pressmold Bowl Footed (7-�"x1011) 1 979 
Manganese sta i n, glaze on buff stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 52 =  Clay Drawing #1 ( 131 1) 1 973 
Manganese stain on buff stoneware 
(cone 9 oxidation) 
Plate 53=  Clay Drawing # 2  (l011xl011) 1975 
Manganese stain on buff stoneware 
{cone 9 reduction) 
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Pl ate 54: Clay Drawing #4 (10"x10") 1 979 
Manganese stain, gl aze on buff stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
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Plate 55: Bird (J�"x2�") 1 973 
Manganese stain on buff stoneware 
(cone 9 reducti on)  
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P l  ate 56 : S tone Hen #1 (411x41 1) January 1 979 
Copper st a i n ,  gl aze on buff stoneware 
(cone 5 ox i dat ion) 
Plate 57 : Stone Hen #2 (7"x5-!-1 1) March 1979 
Copper s t a i n  on buff stoneware 
(cone 5 ox i da t ion) 
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Plate 58: Stone Hen #9 (9�"x7") June 1 979 
Copper stain, glaze on buff stoneware 
(cone 5 oxidation) 
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